In the July 2010 issue of JAMIA, Matwin et al published an article entitled 'A new algorithm for reducing the workload of experts in performing systematic reviews.' 1 Briefly, the work proposes a factorized variant of the complement Naïve Bayes classifier as an improvement, using weight engineering on the features (FCNB/WE). The prior work of Cohen et al in this area is cited, and the data set made public along with this prior work is used for the evaluation. 2 The Matwin et al article compares the authors' proposed system against the early Cohen et al published voting perceptron (VP) classifier results, using the 'work saved over sampling at 95% recall' (WSS@95) measure proposed in that paper. However, the article notes that WSS@95 figures were not published in Cohen's later work based on the support vector machine (SVM) classifier, 3 4 and states that these figures were not available for comparison.
Our team has not published the WSS@95 figures for the SVM classifier previously because our current investigations focus on using classification for a number of different use cases within the systematic review process. Each of these use cases, and potentially each review team and user, may prefer different recall-precision trade offs, and therefore different classification thresholds. Furthermore, this may be affected by the size of the literature base in a given review domain and/or the prevalence of articles meeting the inclusion criteria for that review. Therefore, we have chosen to use the area under the receiver-operating curve (AUC) as our measure of classifier accuracy across the range of possible operating points, instead of the single point measure WSS@95. We are currently conducting a study of systematic reviewer preferences for classification performance within these use cases to better understand how to optimize for these trade-offs.
Although not previously published, in fact, we did collect WSS@95 performance figures for the 15 systematic review topic data set used by Matwin et al. The system used is identical to that published in our prior work. 4 These results were obtained using five repetitions of twofold crossvalidation, as in Matwin as well as our prior work, and are shown in table 1. As can be seen in the table, the performance of our previously published SVM-based system is generally superior to that of Matwin, outperforming the FCNB/ WE system for 12 of 15 topics on WSS@95. On average, our previously published system increases WSS@95 by 0.073 over FCNB/WE. This represents a mean improvement of almost 22%.
It is interesting that the SVM approach is inferior to our prior VP results for the attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) topic, and that FCNB/WE is superior to both SVM and VP for the opioids topic, especially given that the SVM AUC measure is about 0.90 for both of these topics. Both the ADHD and opioids topics have very low article inclusion rates (2.4% and 0.8% respectively) and a relatively small number of positive samples (20 and 15 respectively). Clearly, there is an opportunity for future research in enhancing classifier performance at the very high recall end of the receiver-operating curve, especially with very small numbers of positive samples in the training data.
We are pleased to see other researchers investigating the important area of improving the efficiency of the systematic review process. We encourage Matwin et al to continue to improve their system, as we are, and to push the field forward, making these and other potentially effective tools available to support the systematic review process and evidence-based medicine.
Performance of SVM and Bayesian classifiers on the systematic review classification task
We are grateful to Professor Cohen for his letter and clarification of the support vector machine algorithm (SVM) results (in press). We agree that the results he supplies fill a gap in our paper. We could not have performed this comparison in our paper, as the first version was written prior to the publication of his own article, 1 which in any case, as Dr Cohen points out, did not include the SVM results in terms of within-groups sum of squares (WSS).
We would like, however, to be cautious about the broader conclusion from the results in table 1 of Dr Cohen's letter. While they are indeed superior to our factorized version of the complement naïve Bayes (FCNB) approach, they do not necessarily indicate the general superiority of the SVM abstracts, it may not be the case for datasets orders of larger magnitude. However, datasets with the order of 10 4 abstracts are, as far as we know, common in the practice of systematic review production. When working recently 6 with such large datasets we attempted to use SVM, but the running times of the train/test protocols on the computers available to us were unacceptably long.
Finally, we want to comment briefly on the performance of FCNB/weight engineering (WE) on the Opioids dataset. As this dataset has a very high imbalance (very low inclusion rate), it is encouraging to see that the FCNB/WE method, which, as we discuss in our paper, has been engineered specifically to work well with such imbalanced data, indeed performs better than the standard SVM. We agree with Professor Cohen that application of the text mining methods developed specifically for imbalanced data is an interesting topic of research (see eg, Zhuang and Dai
